A study compared instances of self-supervision with more traditional supervision of student teachers to determine the relationships between this variable and teacher attitudes and interaction behavior. Eighty-four secondary education student teachers were engaged in self-supervision, or were more traditionally supervised, or both. Self-supervising student teachers were videotaped with no supervisor present during each of two 20-minute microteaching sessions: after each session they analyzed their own video tapes using interaction analysis, in which they had received previous training. Traditionally supervised student teachers, who had not had interaction analysis training, were observed by a supervisor during each of their two 20-minute lessons and then met with him for a 30-minute conference. Each student teacher estimated the amount of his indirect and direct influence behavior after each lesson. Pre- and posttest Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) scores and the results of the investigator's interaction analysis of each student's video tapes provided the data which was subjected to analyses of variance and covariance. Among the conclusions were that self-supervision tends to promote indirect teaching and higher scores on the MTAI and that estimates by student teachers of the percentage of indirect teaching they exhibit in their lessons are very inaccurate under both traditional and self-supervision. (JS)
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Introduction

Student teaching can be a learning experience for prospective teachers if it provides opportunities for the analysis of and consequent change in their teaching behavior. Traditionally the classroom behavior of student teachers has been evaluated and analyzed by school and college personnel in cooperation with the student teachers. There has been no formal practice in which student teachers have completely assumed a supervisory role with respect to their own teaching behavior, largely because it has only recently become practical to provide student teachers with conditions upon which complete self-supervision depends. The method of self-supervision studied uses video-tape to combine the immediacy factor with faithful reproduction, and aspects of the Flanders system for categorical analysis of teaching behavior. The technique of self-supervision used in this study also involved the structural concept of micro-teaching (short lessons taught to small groups in a teach- reteach cycle). The Stanford University materials focusing on aspects of teaching behavior, however, were not used. Self-supervising student teachers were video-taped during their twenty-minute lessons. No supervisor was present. After the lesson, these student teachers analyzed their video-tapes with the Flanders system.

Both portions of the study (Fall 1967 and Spring 1968) compared instances of self-supervision by student teachers with instances of supervision of student teachers in a more traditional manner in order to determine the following relationships: 1. certain attitudes of student teachers to the kind of interaction behavior they demonstrate, 2. self-supervision to change in interaction behavior, 3. self-supervision to change in certain attitudes of student teachers, and
observed amounts of certain kinds of interaction behavior exhibited by student teachers to their estimates of such amounts.

An additional basis for comparison was incorporated into the study to determine changes in MTAI scores over time by administering the MTAI to the traditionally-supervised group during the Spring semester, thereby providing an initial score, a score after twelve weeks, and a score after thirty weeks for student teachers in that group.

Sample

In all there were eighty-four subjects in four treatment groups. Group I engaged in self-supervision, Group II was more traditionally supervised, Groups III and IV used both traditional and self-supervision in different sequence. Each group was categorized into high, average and low MTAI score stratifications. Subjects met the following criteria: undergraduate, secondary education, part-day, full-semester student teachers in the fields of English, social studies, science and mathematics.

Procedures

On the afternoons that self-supervising student teachers were to be video-taped, the video-tape recorder was set up prior to the arrival of the student teacher with his class of five pupils for the micro-teaching session. A research assistant placed the camera, recorder, and T.V. monitor in the back of the room, facing the blackboard, teacher's desk, and five chairs. When the student teacher and pupils were ready to begin, the video-recorder was started and the assistant left the room. After twenty minutes the assistant returned to the room and turned the machine off.
The student teacher was shown how to operate the video-tape recorder and reminded that the tape was to be watched once and that the interaction behavior was to be analyzed by using the Flanders system. At this point the student teacher was left alone as the pupils began a tour of the campus with the assistant. After approximately thirty minutes the tour was concluded and the pupils were returned to the student teacher for transportation to their homes.

Throughout the year, it was made clear to self-supervising student teachers that video-tapes of their lessons were for their use in self-improvement, and that no one in authority over them would view those video-tapes. In order to adhere to this promise, the Principal Investigator did not view any tapes until after student teaching grades had already been recorded.

Traditionally-supervised student teachers were observed by the Principal Investigator during each of their two twenty-minute afternoon lessons; a supervisory conference lasting approximately thirty minutes was then held by the Principal Investigator with each traditionally supervised student teacher.

Data and Instrumentation

Units of content for all twenty-minute afternoon lessons were developed by each student teacher from his own content area. Self-supervising student teachers were acquainted with the rationale for the use of the Flanders system as a tool for analysis of verbal teaching behavior and were given brief printed instructions for the use of the Flanders material. A one-hour lesson was prepared and taught by the Principal Investigator to train self-supervising student teachers in the use of the Flanders categories.
Self-supervising student teachers knew and used only the numbered category system and were not familiar with the utilization of the matrix or other aspects of the Flanders system. Traditionally supervised student teachers did not learn to use Flanders' categories. For consistent data in analysis of interaction behavior with the Flanders system, the Principal Investigator in this study analyzed each lesson and supervised all lessons not to be taped.

The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (Form A) was administered to all subjects during the first week of the semester and again after twelve weeks of student teaching.

Each student teacher estimated the amount of his indirect and direct influence behavior after each afternoon lesson. Such estimates were compared with the Principal Investigator's ratings.

Although the Flanders system is a system of verbal interaction analysis which has been used by teachers with audio-tape recorders, there are often statements in the classroom which cannot be accurately interpreted unless the speakers can be seen. This fact is clearly exemplified by Flanders instructions for the use of the system and especially by the descriptions for category number three. Consequently, video-tape recordings were used in this study.

Analysis

For the study of relationships both pretest and posttest MITAI scores provided the indices of attitudes. An interaction analysis, using Flanders' category system, was made for each of a student teacher's two lessons, providing two indices of indirect teaching for each student teacher. Two 2-way analyses of variance models were used on the indirect teaching scores collected during the first teaching encounter. The
second analysis was made on the second set of indirect teaching scores. Both analyses of variance models were built around classification by supervisory treatment groups over four levels and classification by the three divisions of the MTAI scores.

The relationship of self-supervision to change in interaction behavior was ascertained through an analysis of covariance model made upon the second set of indirect teaching scores using the first set of indirect teaching scores as a covariant. This model was over the four levels of supervisory treatment. Another analysis of covariance model over four levels of supervisory treatments was made on the MTAI posttests using the MTAI pretests as covariants to study the attitude changes.

Overall Conclusions (Fall and Spring 1967-1968)

The conclusions below are drawn with respect to the methods of traditional and self-supervision which were studied with secondary student teachers teaching academic subjects in a micro-teaching framework. Indirect teaching was determined through use of the Flanders categories for interaction analysis.

1. No significant relationship exists between attitudes and teaching behavior before supervisory treatment.

2. Supervisory treatment tends to promote a significant relationship between attitudes and teaching behavior.

3. Self-supervision tends to promote indirect teaching.

4. Self-supervision tends to promote higher scores on the MTAI.

5. Estimates by student teachers of the percentage of indirect teaching they exhibit in their lessons are very inaccurate under both traditional supervision and self-supervision.

6. No significant relationship exists between time and attitude change in student teachers supervised in a traditional manner.
Further studies which could provide valuable information might include the following:

1. Studies comparing the effects of self-supervision and traditional supervision with elementary student teachers and with teachers in service;

2. Studies comparing the effects of self-supervision and traditional supervision when traditionally supervised student teachers and teachers in service are extensively trained in the use of the Flanders system;

3. Studies examining the effect of time on the teaching behavior and attitudes of self-supervised student teachers and teachers in service.

'Since the attitudes of the student teacher's membership group appear to differ from those of his reference group and since he will be influenced to change his attitudes toward those of the reference group, a strong tie lessening the width of the interval between theory and practice is desirable. If the student teacher is to retain the kind of predisposition to behavior provided for him by professional education courses, this tie approaches necessity. He could benefit from examining his own behavior for improvement, defending his position through internal direction in order to resist external persuasion, developing a set for pertinent data, and utilizing a problem-solving approach which is so useful in producing behavioral change when necessary. In this study, self-supervision through use of video-tape and interaction analysis provided opportunity for the student teacher to benefit from each of these desirable approaches as well as eliminating the anxiety sometimes produced by the presence of a supervisor and overcoming the difficult task of convincing the student teacher that what the supervisor reports has really happened. The combined use of video-tape and interaction analysis in self-supervision seems to produce a package extending the desirability of video-tape and interaction analysis.'
NOTES
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